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Timing of Quantal Release
from the Retinal Bipolar Terminal
Is Regulated by a Feedback Circuit
the amacrine synapse inhibits, the circuit constitutes a
negative feedback loop that might shape the statistics
of bipolar cell release.
To monitor quantal release from bipolar terminals, we
recorded spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents
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(sEPSCs) from ganglion or amacrine cells and con-
structed autocorrelograms of sEPSC times. Poisson-
distributed events can appear bursty, because shortSummary
intervals are more common than long ones; therefore,
to quantify release statistics, we constructed autocorrel-In isolation, a presynaptic terminal generally releases
quanta according to Poisson statistics, but in a circuit ograms. For many cells, the autocorrelogram showed
that EPSCs were temporally correlated into bursts, andits release statistics might be shaped by synaptic inter-
actions. We monitored quantal glutamate release from thus departed from the temporal independence ex-
pected for a Poisson distribution.retinal bipolar cell terminals (which receive GABA-
ergic feedback from amacrine cells) by recording spon- Having found these temporal correlations, we investi-
gated their origin by perturbing synaptic connectionstaneous EPSCs (sEPSCs) in their postsynaptic amacrine
and ganglion cells. In about one-third of these cells, either pharmacologically or by ionic exchanges. To help
interpret these experiments, parallel perturbations weresEPSCs were temporally correlated, arriving in brief
bursts (10–55 ms) more often than expected from a made to a simulated feedback circuit. We also investi-
gated whether temporal correlations reached the outputPoisson process. Correlations were suppressed by
antagonizing the GABAC receptor (expressed on bipo- stage of the retina by recording light-evoked responses
from ganglion cells and constructing autocorrelogramslar terminals), and correlations were induced by raising
extracellular calcium or osmolarity. Simulations of the of both quantal inputs and spike output. The results
provide evidence that feedback circuitry in the innerfeedback circuit produced “bursty” release when the
bipolar cell escaped intermittently from inhibition. Cor- retina shapes the statistics of the ganglion cell spike
train.relations of similar duration were present in the light-
evoked sEPSCs and spike trains of sluggish-type gan-
glion cells. These correlations were suppressed by Results
antagonizing GABAC receptors, indicating that gluta-
mate bursts from bipolar terminals induce spike bursts sEPSCs in Certain Cells Were Temporally
in ganglion cells. Independent
We monitored the bipolar cell’s spontaneous release by
Introduction recording from ganglion and amacrine cells in a retinal
slice preparation at room temperature (20C–22C) un-
At an isolated presynaptic terminal, quantal release is der a steady, bright light (0.1% RMS noise). Spontane-
generally a Poisson process (Barrett and Stevens, 1972; ous EPSCs were detected offline automatically (see Ex-
Del Castillo and Katz, 1954; Stevens, 1993), with a few perimental Procedures). The peak amplitude was 9  5
exceptions (Abenavoli et al., 2002; Bornstein, 1978; Co- pA (mean  SD), indicating a conductance of 100  60
hen et al., 1974). Yet a presynaptic terminal in the brain pS (Eglut  0 mV, Vmemb  87 mV), the rise time was
commonly participates in local feedback circuits that 0.6  0.3 ms, and the decay time constant was 6  6
might shape the terminal’s release statistics. This is es- ms (n  51 cells). These events resembled previous
pecially worth considering because the statistics of descriptions (Protti et al., 1997; Taylor et al., 1995; Tian et
quantal input to a neuron might shape the statistics of al., 1998). Autocorrelograms were constructed to show
its spike output, which in turn determine its information arrival times, relative to a given sEPSC, of all other
capacity (de Ruyter van Steveninck et al., 1997; Kara et sEPSCs.
al., 2000; Meister and Berry, 1999). Autocorrelograms for about three-quarters of the cells
To investigate whether local circuits shape quantal in the ganglion cell layer (GCL, 66/87) and about half of
statistics, we analyzed temporal patterns of spontane- the cells in the amacrine layer (ACL, 35/66) were flat
ous and evoked release from retinal bipolar cells. These with a notch near the origin (at t  0, Figure 2A). To
neurons transmit a graded potential down a short axon establish an interpretation for such plots, we studied
that releases glutamate at 30–130 active zones (Cohen three amacrine cells in more detail. First, sEPSCs were
and Sterling, 1990a; Tsukamoto et al., 2001). Each active excised from a record and then shuffled and redistrib-
zone is presynaptic to two processes, often a ganglion uted according to Poisson statistics. The mean rate of
cell dendrite plus an amacrine cell process that releases the Poisson process was adjusted until the rate of
GABA or glycine back onto the bipolar terminal (Figure sEPSCs detected in the shuffled case equaled the rate
1; Grunert and Wassle, 1993; Hartveit, 1999; Koulen et of sEPSCs detected in the original recording. To match
al., 1998b). Because the bipolar synapse excites and the original recording, intervals between sEPSCs were
filled with noise (Gaussian,  0.3–0.8 pA). Autocorrelo-
grams of shuffled and original recordings matched: both*Correspondence: michael@retina.anatomy.upenn.edu
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Figure 1. Bipolar Cell Axon Terminal Re-
ceives Feedback
(A) Bipolar synapse (bp) marked by a ribbon
(r) contacts both a ganglion cell (gc) and an
amacrine cell (am).
(B) Seven sections away (0.6 m), the same
amacrine process feeds back onto the bipolar
terminal. Brackets indicate active zones.
Guinea pig retina prepared for electron mi-
croscopy by standard methods (Freed et al.,
1987).
were flat with notches of equal depth. Thus, the autocor- torted by our detection algorithm, we constructed an
autocorrelogram of all sEPSCs in the shuffled recording,relogram from the original recording was entirely consis-
tent with independently timed events. both detected and undetected (unlike an actual re-
cording, the times for all sEPSCs in the shuffled re-To establish whether the autocorrelogram was dis-
Figure 2. In Certain Neurons, sEPSC Arrived
Independently, but in Others They Were Tem-
porally Correlated
(A) Cell 1: whole-cell recordings were ana-
lyzed using a peak location algorithm that
identifies sEPSCs by their leading edge (X),
peak (), and exponential decay (thick lines).
The autocorrelogram of detected sEPSCs
was flat except for an artifactual notch around
the origin due to unreliable of detection of
overlapped events. When sEPSCs were shuf-
fled and their times reset according to Pois-
son statistics, the autocorrelogram of de-
tected sEPSCs matched that from the original
record. The autocorrelogram of all sEPSCs,
both detected and undetected, was flat and
lacked the notch.
(B) Cell 2: autocorrelogram from actual record
had a positive peak. Peak disappeared when
the events were shuffled and redistributed
according to Poisson statistics.
(B1) At longer time scale, autocorrelogram
from cell 2 lacked secondary peaks; thus,
correlated sEPSCs were not periodic.
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cording were known). This autocorrelogram was also
flat, but slightly higher than the autocorrelogram of de-
tected sEPSCs (by 1–2 Hz), and it lacked a notch at the
origin. Since these differences were due to the unde-
tected sEPSCs, we reviewed undetected sEPSCs in the
simulated recordings and found that most (90%) fol-
lowed a detected event so closely (within 3 ms) that the
two were counted as a single event. Thus, there was a
limit to the time resolution of the detection algorithm,
which slightly depressed the autocorrelogram and intro-
duced an artifactual notch, but otherwise the autocorrel-
ogram’s structure was undistorted.
sEPSCs in One-Third of Cells
Were Temporally Correlated
Autocorrelograms for about one-third (52/153) of cells
showed a positive peak near the origin (Figure 2B). This
included about one-quarter of the cells in the ganglion
cell layer (GCL, 21/87) and about one-half of the cells
in the amacrine cell layer (ACL, 31/66). Three such ama-
crine cells were analyzed as described above; that is,
the sEPSCs were shuffled, redistributed according to
Poisson statistics, and automatically detected in the
synthetic record. This removed the autocorrelogram’s
original peak. Since the shuffled recording contained
the same detected sEPSCs, the original peak could not
have been an artifact of the detection algorithm inter-
acting with sEPSC time course or amplitude (Clements
and Bekkers, 1997). Instead, the peak genuinely indi-
cated that sEPSCs were positively correlated.
We quantified the strength of correlation by calculat-
ing the proportion of sEPSCs that exceeded the expec-
tation from a Poisson process. First, we calculated the
integral of the autocorrelogram from t  0 to the time
Figure 3. Correlation Strength and Duration across Cells
where the peak subsided into the baseline and then
(A) Correlation strength was measured as the proportion of the
calculated the fraction of this integral that rose above peak’s integral that lies above the baseline; correlation duration was
the baseline (Figure 3A). Correlation strength varied be- the time at which the peak subsides into the baseline.
tween cells, ranging from 2% to 68%, with a mean value (B) Distributions across cells of correlation strength and correlation
duration.of about 20%  15% (Figure 3B). There was no differ-
ence between ACL and GCL (p  .86). We also calcu-
lated the correlation duration as the time at which the
peak in the autocorrelogram subsided into the baseline. strength and duration. We also performed null experi-
Correlations lasted from 10 to 55 ms; cells in the ACL ments, exchanging solutions without adding antagonist.
had slightly longer correlations than those in the GCL All antagonist effects were compared to the effects of
(25  11 ms versus 18  9 ms, p  .03). the null experiments to calculate their statistical signifi-
Cells in the ACL produced recordings with lower noise cance (t test for uncorrelated samples assuming un-
than cells in the GCL, presumably because they had equal variance, 	  0.05).
lower capacitance (7.6 4 versus 11 8 pF, p 0.001) Picrotoxin (80 M), a combined GABAA and GABAC
(Marty and Neher, 1995). Cells in the GCL include both antagonist, consistently reduced correlation strength by
ganglion and amacrine cells, but cells in the ACL are all 60%  20% (n  4/4 cells, Figures 4A and 4C). TPMPA
amacrine cells. Thus, to maintain recording quality and (1,2,5,6-tetrahydropyridin-4-yl methylphosphinic acid,
to record from a single neuronal class, the following 60 M), a specific GABAC antagonist, also reduced cor-
experiments were performed on amacrine cells in the relation strength—and by a similar amount, 70% 30%
ACL of retinal slices. (n  7/7 cells). Both effects were significant (p  0.01),
and both effects reversed when recording time was suf-
ficient for antagonist washout (10 min; n  5/5 cells)Antagonists of the Feedback Synapse
Suppressed sEPSC Correlations (McGillem et al., 2000). Bicuculline (30 M), a specific
GABAA antagonist, and strychnine (2 M), a glycine an-If the correlated arrival of sEPSCs were caused by a
feedback circuit (Figure 1), then blocking receptors tagonist, did not significantly effect correlation strength
(n  4 cells for each antagonist, p 
 0.1). None of thepostsynaptic to the inhibitory synapse should abolish
or reduce correlations. To test this, we bath-applied antagonists altered the correlation duration (p 
 0.1
for each antagonist, not shown). Thus, although bipolarantagonists of GABAA, GABAC, and glycine receptors
and quantified the percent change in correlation terminals postsynaptic to amacrine synapses express
Neuron
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Figure 4. Antagonists of GABAC Receptor Suppressed Correlations
(A) Picrotoxin and TPMPA (GABAC antagonists) suppressed correlations, whereas bicuculline and strychnine (GABAA and glycine antagonists)
were ineffective. To show strength of correlations, autocorrelograms were divided by the baseline rate (normalized).
(B) TMPA alone often reduced the baseline rate, but combined with CPPG (mGluR antagonist), it invariably raised the baseline rate. CPPG
alone did not affect rate. Autocorrelograms are not normalized.
(C and D) Antagonist effects across cells on correlation strength and baseline rate.
all three receptor types (Grunert and Wassle, 1993; Hart- Combining Antagonists of Feedback Synapse
and Autoreceptor Increased Release Rateveit, 1999; Koulen et al., 1998b), the correlations were
consistently suppressed only by antagonists of GABAC. Because GABA and glycine antagonists reduce inhibi-
tion on the bipolar cell, they were expected to increasePossibly GABAA and glycine receptors on the bipolar
terminal localize postsynaptic to “nonreciprocal” ama- the baseline release rate. Unexpectedly, these antago-
nists often reduced the baseline rate (Figures 4B andcrine processes (Fletcher and Wassle, 1999; Koulen et
al., 1998a) and thus serve inhibitory mechanisms other 4D). A metabotropic glutamate receptor is located on
the bipolar axon terminal and thus may supply negativethan the feedback described here (e.g., Demb et al.,
1999; Freed et al., 1987). Alternatively, they may provide feedback, which would suppress glutamate release
(Awatramani and Slaughter, 2001) and thus prevent thefeedback on bipolar cell types that do not produce cor-
related release. expected rate increase. To test this idea, we applied
the type III metabotropic glutamate antagonist CPPGThe GABAC antagonists did not always block correla-
tions completely, possibly due to incomplete antago- ((RS)-	-cyclopropyl-4-phosphonophenylglycine, 250
M). CPPG alone had no significant effect on correlationnism. Yet, because long recording times (30 min) were
required to construct autocorrelograms in control and or rate (n  5/5 cells, p 
 0.3), indicating in agreement
with Awatramani and Slaughter (2001) that the mGluRdrug conditions, we could not assess dosage effects
on correlations and so chose a single effective concen- feedback circuit is not constitutively active (Figure 4B).
CPPG might ordinarily suppress photoreceptor hyper-tration (
Kd) that avoided nonspecific effects (Chebib
et al., 1998; McGillem et al., 2000; Picaud et al., 1998). polarization of the On bipolar cell, thus increasing its
Quantal Release Regulated by Feedback Circuit
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Figure 5. Evidence that GABAC Antagonist Reduces sEPSC Size by Desynchronizing Quanta
(A) TPMPA blocked sEPSC correlations. Arrow indicates sEPSC rate at short intervals (see text).
(B) Amplitude and the time constant of decay were measured in control and TPMPA solutions.
(C) TPMPA shifted the cumulative frequency distribution to smaller amplitudes.
(D) TPMPA did not affect cumulative frequency distribution of time constant.
(E) For 25 cells, the change in average sEPSC amplitude was correlated (in both antagonist and null experiments) with change in rate at short
intervals. This suggests that antagonists reduce sEPSC size by reducing the frequency of coincident quanta.
release, but in the present experiments photoreceptor (Protti et al., 1997; Tian et al., 1998). The frequency of
coincident quanta is the autocorrelogram’s value at t input was already curtailed by bright light. However,
when CPPG was applied together with the GABAC antag- 0, but because coincident sEPSCs were not detected,
we estimated this value from the autocorrelogram’sonist, TPMPA, this combination suppressed the correla-
tion (n 5/5 cells, p 0.003) and increased the baseline value just outside the notch (Figure 5A, arrow). Graphing
this value against the percent change in sEPSC ampli-rate by 30% to 260% (n  5/5 cells, p  0.003). Thus,
with the metabotropic glutamate receptor antagonized, tude for all cells subject to an antagonist or to the null
experiment (n  25, Figure 5D), we found a correlationsuppressing inhibition did evoke the expected increase
in baseline rate. large enough to explain about 72% of the variation in
sEPSC amplitude (R2  0.72, p  0.001). Thus, the data
were consistent with the idea that antagonists decreaseEvidence that Antagonists Reduced sEPSC
sEPSC amplitude by decreasing the frequency of coinci-Amplitude by Desynchronizing Quanta
dent quanta.To see if antagonists alter the shape of individual
sEPSCs, we compared the amplitude and decay times
of sEPSCs in control and antagonist solutions (Figure Increasing External Calcium and Osmolarity
Induced sEPSC Correlations5). The average time from baseline to peak was omitted
because its measured value (0.6 0.3 ms) was affected If sEPSC correlations are caused by synaptic feedback,
then augmenting synaptic transmission in the feedbackby the time constant of the recording system (0.3 ms,
see Experimental Procedures). We limited the analysis loop should enhance them. To test this idea, we aug-
mented transmission by increasing external Ca2 fromto picrotoxin and TPMPA because these antagonists
had the greatest effects on correlation strength. The 1.2 to 2.2 mM (substituting Ca2 for Mg2, see Experi-
mental Procedures); alternatively, we increased externalaverage decay time constant was 5 4 ms in the control
condition and did not change significantly when an an- osmolarity from 300 to 500 mOsm by adding 200 mM
dextrose. Neither manipulation affected the correlationtagonist was added (6  4 ms, p  0.4). The average
amplitude in the control condition, 6  2 pA, was mildly strength of cells that showed a correlation in the stan-
dard Ames’ solution (n  7/20, p  0.65, not shown).but significantly reduced by the antagonists to 5  2
pA (n  17 cells, p  0.01). Yet, both manipulations induced a correlation in most
cells that initially lacked a correlation in standard solu-If quanta coincide, they produce a larger sEPSC than
if they occur singly; thus, antagonists might have re- tion (n  16/20, Figures 6A–6C). For all cells recorded
long enough to construct an autocorrelogram after aduced the sEPSC amplitude by desynchronizing quanta
Neuron
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Figure 6. Increasing External Calcium or Osmolarity Induced sEPSC Correlations
(A) Increasing external Ca2 induced a correlation in cell 11, but not in cell 12.
(B) Increasing external osmolarity induced a correlation in cell 13, but not in cell 14.
(C) Either manipulation usually induced a correlation, but the size of the effect varied.
(D) Raising external Ca2 or osmolarity had variable effects on baseline rate.
(E) Correlation induced by raising external calcium was blocked by TPMPA.
return to standard solution, the induced correlation dis- feedback, GABA from amacrine to bipolar cell (GABAC
receptor) and glutamate from bipolar cell to its ownappeared (n  6/6, not shown). The strength of the
metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR receptor). Toinduced correlation in some cells exceeded any mea-
implement the model, the bipolar cell summed a steadysured in standard solution. The baseline rate declined
inward current from synaptic input (Iinput) with quantalfor some cells but increased for others (Figure 6D). Thus,
inhibitory currents (IGABA and ImGluR), represented by expo-for cells without a correlation, augmenting synaptic
nentially decaying pulses. The result was filtered by antransmission often induced one.
RC circuit to produce the membrane voltage, and thisTo test whether the calcium-induced correlation was
set the instantaneous rate for quantal glutamate release,caused by synaptic feedback, we chose a cell without
represented by a Poisson noise generator. Each gluta-a correlation and induced one with 2.2 mM Ca2. Then,
mate quantum caused a quantal metabotropic currentwithout changing [Ca2], we added 100 M TPMPA. The
(ImGluR) in the bipolar cell and a quantal excitatory currentantagonist completely blocked the correlation (n  3/3
(IigluR) in the amacrine cell. Within the amacrine cell,cells, Figure 6E), consistent with the idea that calcium-
EPSCs were filtered by an RC circuit to drive quantalinduced correlations depend on GABAergic feedback.
release of GABA.
Most of the model parameters could be given mea-
Simple Model of Feedback Circuit Replicated sured values. These included amplitude and decay time
sEPSC Correlations constant for the quantal IigluR and membrane resistance
To see how a negative feedback circuit could produce and capacitance from our own recordings (IigluR  100
a positive correlation, we constructed a simple model pS, igluR 6 ms, Rbipolar 500 M, Cbipolar 7 pF, Ramacrine
(Figure 7A). This included an excitatory limb, glutamate 340 M, Camacrine  8 pF). These values are similar to
from bipolar to amacrine cell (iGluR receptor), and mean values obtained in salamander and mammalian
retina in diverse experimental contexts (IigluR  130–163the two experimentally identified sources of negative
Quantal Release Regulated by Feedback Circuit
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Figure 7. Computational Model of Feedback Circuit Replicated sEPSC Correlations
(A) Model of bipolar and amacrine cells in a negative feedback loop including presynaptic mGluR autoreceptors and postsynaptic iGluR and
GABAC receptors (see text).
(B) Model produces correlated release despite changes in Iinput (to right of each trace).
(C) Eliminating GABAC feedback and reducing Iinput to one-tenth reduced the rate and abolished the correlation. Eliminating GABAC and mGluR
feedback and reducing Iphoto to one-tenth increased the rate and abolished the correlation. Reducing gain of GABAC and glutamate synapses
to one-third abolished the correlation and increased rate.
(D) Currents from bipolar cell and amacrine cell show, respectively, IPSCs and EPSCs. Note that IPSC bursts and EPSC bursts alternate.
pS, igluR  1–6 ms, Rbipolar  250–450 M, Cbipolar  12 pF; to measure correlations. The model robustly produced
correlated release across the range of physiologicallyRamacrine  800 M, Camacrine  18 pF) (Cook and Werblin,
1994; Gao and Wu, 1999; Protti et al., 1997, 2000; Taylor reasonable values and sometimes beyond (IigluR  2–3,000
pS, igluR  3–20,000 ms, IGABA  0.3–10,000 pS, GABA et al., 1995; Tian et al., 1998). Quantal IPSCs due to
GABAC have not been observed, suggesting that they 0.04–100 s, Rbipolar  500–50,000 M, Cbipolar  .03–4,000
pF, Ramacrine  90–9,000 M, Camacrine  .04–300,000 pF,are hidden by whole-cell recording noise and have am-
plitudes of about 1 pA; their decay time constant was mGluR  .001–100 s, synaptic delay  .02–200 ms).
The GABAC receptor might modulate current throughtaken from multiquantal currents (1.3 s) (Lukasiewicz
and Shields, 1998). Synaptic delay was 1 ms (Tachibana the bipolar cell and control release rate by either of two
circuits. If the receptor is present on the photoreceptorand Okada, 1991; von Gersdorff et al., 1998). The decay
time constant of ImGluR was 10 s (Koulen et al., 1999). terminal (Picaud et al., 1998), a GABAC antagonist would
increase the photoreceptor’s release rate, decrease anThe sEPSCs in the model amacrine cell were detected
automatically and used to construct an autocorrelo- inward current in the On-bipolar cell, and decrease the
bipolar cell’s release rate. This was the typical effect ofgram. Then, the unknown parameters were adjusted
until the autocorrelogram had a peak (30% correlation GABAC antagonism (Figure 4D). But an Off bipolar cell
would respond oppositely to GABAC antagonism andstrength, Figure 7B). The unknown parameters were the
gains (G) of glutamate and GABA synapses (i.e., release increase its release rate—which we also observed, but
less frequently. If GABAC receptors were present onrate per membrane volts), the amplitude of ImGluR, and
the amplitude of Iinput (Gglutamate  60,000 quanta volts1 amacrine cells (Euler and Wassle, 1998) that constitu-
tively inhibit a bipolar cell, GABAC antagonism woulds1, GGABA  30,000 quanta volts1 s1, ImGluR  0.05 pA,
Iinput 30 pA). Because some measured parameters were increase the inhibition of the bipolar cell and reduce its
release rate. Our data did not indicate which of thesefrom other experimental contexts, we tested the model’s
sensitivity to parameter value by increasing or decreas- possible circuits mediate the suppression of release rate
by GABAC antagonists. But to test whether these circuitsing each parameter in turn until the correlation strength
was less than 5% or until release was too infrequent might suppress the correlation, we represented the
Neuron
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modulated bipolar cell current by Iinput and reduced it light-driven events it was undulating. The correlation
strength and duration for light-driven EPSCs averagedfrom 100 to 5 pA (below this release was too infrequent
14%  8% and 37  15 ms, values similar to those forto measure correlations). Despite striking decreases in
spontaneous EPSCs.release rate (from 80 to 10 Hz), the correlation strength
actually increased (from 16% to 41%, Figure 7B). Thus,
Spikes Show Temporal Correlationssteady currents that control release rate cannot abolish
That Are Suppressed by TPMPAthe correlation.
To see if the spike statistics might reflect EPSC statis-Given a peak in the simulated autocorrelogram, all
tics, we again presented a sinusoidal light stimulus to thesignificant pharmacological effects were reproduced
intact retina and recorded extracellularly from ganglion(Figure 7C). Blocking the GABAC synapse while reducing
cells (see Experimental Procedures). We distinguishedIinput abolished the correlation and decreased the rate
two broad classes. “Brisk” cells had a large soma (15–25(the typical effect of TPMPA). Blocking GABAC and
m diameter), high capacitance (Cm 38 pF), low resis-mGluR synapses while reducing Iinput abolished the cor-
tance (Rm 25 M), and an early peaking autocorrelo-relation and raised the baseline rate (TPMPA  CPPG).
gram. “Sluggish” cells had a small soma (13–17 um),Finally, decreasing the gain of both glutamate and GABA
low capacitance (Cm 20 pF), high resistance (Rm 150synapses abolished the correlation: this resembled (in-
M), and a late peaking autocorrelogram (Amthor et al.,versely) the effect of either increasing external Ca2 or
1989; Devries and Baylor, 1997; O’Brien et al., 2002;osmolarity.
Rockhill et al., 2002; Roska and Werblin, 2001)The value of the model, beyond simulating the phar-
For both classes, the autocorrelogram showed twomacology of correlated release, is to illustrate how syn-
clear departures from the Poisson prediction: (1) all cellsaptic feedback synchronizes release: inhibition builds
showed a broad negative correlation near the origin duein the bipolar terminal, curtailing its release of glutamate
to a relative refractory period; (2) most sluggish cellsonto the amacrine cell. As the latter stops releasing
and all brisk cells showed a positive correlation withGABA, inhibition decays in the bipolar cell, which again
either one or two peaks (15/17 sluggish, 7/7 brisk) (Fig-depolarizes. This causes a burst of glutamate release,
ures 8B and 8D; Devries and Baylor, 1997; Frishmanseen as EPSCs in the amacrine cell. The result is an alter-
and Levine, 1983; Mastronarde, 1983; Rodieck, 1967).nation of excitatory and inhibitory bursts (Figure 7D).
Sluggish cells had much broader refractory periods than
brisk cells (20 versus2 ms), somewhat lower correla-Correlations Occur in the Intact Retina for Both
tion strengths (22%  20% versus 42%  26%), andSpontaneous and Evoked EPSCs
broader correlations (37  12 versus 12  4 ms).If correlated release is functionally significant, it should
For sluggish cells, the spike correlation’s durationoccur not only in a slice at room temperature, but also
(37 12 ms) matched that of light-evoked EPSC correla-in the intact retina near body temperature. In such a
tions (37  15 ms). If the spike correlation is causedpreparation (see Experimental Procedures), cells had
by the EPSC correlation, it should be suppressed byhigher sEPSC rates than in the slice partly because they
antagonizing feedback onto the bipolar terminal. To testretained all their synaptic input. We recorded from small
this, we recorded extracellularly from sluggish cells with
cells (soma diameter 15 m) because their sEPSCs
positive spike correlations and applied TPMPA. In all
rates were low enough (40 Hz) for reliable detection.
sluggish cells tested, this suppressed the spike correla-
These cells showed clear EPSC correlations, with an tion by 50%  30% (n  7/7, Figure 8B). Often, the
average strength of 19%14% and an average duration spike rate was concomitantly decreased, presumably
of 45  7 ms (n  3/3, Figure 8A). because TPMPA decreases ESPC rate.
To see if EPSC correlations persisted during light re- After extracellular recording, we filled ganglion cells
sponses, we stimulated the retina with sinusoidally mod- with Lucifer Yellow and identified them by morphology
ulated, diffuse light (see Experimental Procedures). Au- and stratification. Sluggish cells used for this study in-
tocorrelograms of EPSC times were compared to the cluded types classified in rabbit as G2, G5, G6, G8, the
predicted autocorrelogram for a Poisson process, as On-Off directionally selective cell, and the local-edge
calculated by a standard method for evoked events detector (Amthor et al., 1989; Rockhill et al., 2002; Roska
(Ghose et al., 1994; Perkel et al., 1967). Unlike the Pois- and Werblin, 2001). We recorded from enough cells to
son prediction for spontaneous EPSCs, which is flat show that input/output correlations were common
because their rate is constant, the Poisson prediction among sluggish cells, but the sample was insufficient to
for evoked EPSCs was periodically modulated by the specify correlations for each type. However, one local-
stimulus. Half of the cells showed clear positive peaks in edge detector received correlated spontaneous and
the autocorrelogram that were absent from the Poisson light-evoked EPSCs and three others produced spikes
prediction (n 3/6). The rest showed autocorrelograms with a positive correlation that was blocked by TPMPA
that closely matched the Poisson prediction. (Figures 8A and 8B).
Correlation strength was quantified as the proportion We also selected brisk-transient cells, identified prior
of EPSCs in excess of that expected from a Poisson to recording by their large (17–25 m) cell bodies, be-
process; correlation duration was quantified as the time cause their voltage fluctuations reflect quantal input with
at which the autocorrelogram subsided into Poisson Poisson statistics (Freed, 2000). Thus, their spike corre-
prediction (arrows in Figure 8A). Thus, correlation lations are unlikely to come from EPSC correlations. In
strength and duration for spontaneous and light-evoked agreement with this prediction, TPMPA failed to sup-
EPSCs were measured identically, except that the Pois- press the spike correlation in all four brisk-transient cells
tested (2 On, 2 Off; Figure 8D).son prediction for spontaneous events was flat and for
Quantal Release Regulated by Feedback Circuit
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Figure 8. EPSCs and Spikes Are Temporally Correlated in Certain Ganglion Cells
(A) Small ganglion cell (sluggish, local-edge detector) recorded in the intact retina at 34C. For this cell, autocorrelograms of spontaneous
and light-evoked EPSCs depart from a Poisson process with positive peaks lasting about 50 ms (arrows).
(B) Another local edge detector. Spiking shows two non-Poisson features: a negative notch (relative refractory period 20 ms) and a positive
peak lasting about 50 ms (arrows). The positive peak was suppressed by a GABAC antagonist.
(C) Autocorrelograms from a large ganglion cell (On brisk-transient). Its light-evoked spiking shows a non-Poisson, narrow peak lasting about
10 ms (arrow), which was not suppressed by the GABAC antagonist.
Discussion minal postsynaptic to amacrine contacts (Figure 4; Enz
et al., 1996; Koulen et al., 1998b). GABAC antagonists
did not alter the average sEPSC decay time constantSpontaneous Quantal Release Is Correlated
by a Feedback Synapse and only modestly reduced average sEPSC amplitude,
probably by reducing the frequency of coincidentThe retinal bipolar terminal spontaneously releases
quanta in temporally correlated bursts. Bursts occurred quanta (Figure 5). This suggests a single population of
sEPSCs whose timing is altered by synaptic feedback.randomly and not as oscillations because no periodicity
was observed at long time scales (Figure 2B1). Conceiv- Second, correlations are induced by raising external
[Ca2] or osmolarity (Figure 6), manipulations that in-ably, sEPSCs might also show a brief negative correla-
tion, i.e., a refractory period 3 ms, but the algorithm crease release probability at an isolated synapse (Fatt
and Katz, 1952) and would thus increase loop gain of afor detecting sEPSCs could not separate coincident or
near-coincident sEPSCs. Correlated release occurs at feedback circuit. Correlations could be induced in some
cells, suggesting that their feedback circuits normallyother synapses, for example, in cerebellum, hippocam-
pus, and neuromuscular junction, where it arises from have low loop gain. Correlations were not induced in
other cells, suggesting that different bipolar types mightintracellular mechanisms, such as interaction between
release sites or calcium release from internal stores (Ab- vary in the strength of feedback. This is consistent with
known retinal circuitry: for example, in monkey retina,enavoli et al., 2002; Cohen et al., 1974; Llano et al., 2000).
However, the correlated release observed here appears midget bipolar terminals receive feedback contacts at
every feedforward synapse onto an amacrine process,for several reasons to be an emergent property of a
local, GABAergic feedback circuit. whereas the On S-cone bipolar terminal receives feed-
back contacts only rarely (Calkins and Sterling, 1996;First, correlations are suppressed by antagonists of
the GABAC receptor, which localizes on the bipolar ter- Calkins et al., 1998). Because the medium used here
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matches the ionic concentrations of retinal interstitial The GABAC IPSC seems well suited to correlate spikes
in a sluggish cell because it is so prolonged. Its decayfluid (Ames and Nesbett, 1981; Fishman, 1980; Kaila et
al., 1984), these correlations should also exist in vivo. time constant is about 10-fold longer than that of GABAA
and glycine IPSCs (Frech et al., 2001; Lukasiewicz andThird, a feedback model captures our experimental
manipulations qualitatively: increasing gain in the model Shields, 1998; Protti et al., 1997; Tian et al., 1998). Be-
cause a receptor mediating negative feedback subtractsinduces correlations, which are suppressed by blocking
feedback. The model shows in principle that stochas- out signal frequencies below its own characteristic fre-
quency, the GABAC receptor passes lower frequenciestically generated IPSCs can correlate stochastically
generated EPSCs and illustrates a plausible sequence: than a GABAA receptor and thus allows a greater band-
width. Thus, the GABAC receptor’s low characteristicstochastically arriving IPSCs inhibit the bipolar axon ter-
frequency seems suited to the sluggish cell’s slow visualminal. When these pause probabilistically, the bipolar
response (maximum at 1 Hz versus 10 Hz for briskterminal escapes from inhibition and releases glutamate
cells) (Cleland and Levick, 1974; Frishman et al., 1987;quanta in a burst (Figure 7D). Then the burst, through the
Troy et al., 1989).feedback loop, reestablishes inhibition and cuts itself
short.
Experimental ProceduresThe correlations could not arise simply from fluctua-
tions in common input to bipolar cells that contact the Recordings
recorded cell. Although bipolar cells do share photore- From an adult Hartley guinea pig (400–600 gm,
8 wks) anesthetized
ceptor input (Cohen and Sterling, 1990b), the photon with ketamine (133 mg kg1), xylazine (13 mg kg1), and pentobarbi-
tal (100 mg kg1), an eye was removed, following which the animalfluctuations are too small and too slow to cause the
was killed by anesthetic overdose. All procedures were performedEPSC correlations (see Experimental Procedures). Nor
in accordance with University of Pennsylvania and National Insti-could shared glutamate input from photoreceptors to
tutes of Health guidelines. Retinal slices and pieces of intact retina
bipolar cells cause fluctuations in bipolar cell membrane were mounted in a chamber on an upright microscope with infrared
currents because these are effectively suppressed by differential interference contrast optics (Protti et al., 1997; Tian et
al., 1998; Werblin, 1978; Zhou, 1998). A light-emitting diode, driventhe bright light used here (Berntson and Taylor, 2000;
by a digital-to-analog converter, evenly illuminated the preparationEuler and Masland, 2000).
(106 photon m2 s1, 560 nm). For visual stimulation, the light
intensity was sinusoidally modulated by 5%–20% (2–4 Hz for brisk
Functional Implications cells, 1–2 Hz for sluggish, 100 repeats of 8–10 s each). The tissue
It is generally assumed in modeling neural circuits that was superfused with Ames’ medium (Sigma), which was saturated
with 5% CO2/95% O2 and adjusted with glucose to 300 mOsmquanta are released independently. If so, a circuit’s sig-
and contained (in mM) 120 NaCl, 3.1 KCl, 0.5 KH2PO4, 23 Na2HCO3,nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) could be improved simply by
1.2 Mg2SO4, 1.15 CaCl2, plus amino acids and vitamins. To substituteincreasing quantal rate—because for a signal carried by
Ca2 for Mg2 without altering any other ionic concentration, we
N quanta per unit time, the accompanying synaptic omitted amino acids and vitamins from the control solution. This
noise is proportional to N. Thus, SNR is proportional solution was changed to one adjusted to equal osmolarity with
to N/N (Freed et al., 1987; Manwani and Koch, 2001; glucose and composed of (in mM) 118 NaCl, 3.1 KCl, 0.5 KH2PO4,
23.5 Na2HCO3, 0.2 Mg2SO4, 2.15 CaCl2, 1 NaSO4.Sterling et al., 1988). But here we show that quanta
Patch electrodes (12 M) were filled with (in mM) 140 Cs gluco-are actually correlated, which would render increasing
nate, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, 10 HEPES (310 mOsm). In experi-quantal rate a less effective strategy (i.e., SNRN/N).
ments on intact retina, this solution was supplemented with 0.3%
On the other hand, synchronized quanta are more effec- Lucifer Yellow. The calculated reversal potential for glutamate chan-
tive than independent quanta at generating a precisely nels, with equal permeability to Cs and Na, was about 0 mV, and
the calculated reversal potential for Cl channels (GABA, glycine)timed spike, which would improve information transmis-
was about 87 mV. All voltages were corrected for a calculatedsion via a temporal code (Berry et al., 1997; Zador, 1998).
junction potential of 15 mV. The recordings were acquired with anThe local feedback circuit apparently causes the
AxoPatch 200B patch clamp amplifier (8-pole Bessel filter, fc broad spike correlations found in small (sluggish) gan- 1 kHz) and digitized online at 5 kHz using pClamp 7 (Axon Instru-
glion cells. The main evidence for this is that a GABAC ments). Voltage-clamp recordings were performed in whole-cell
antagonist that decorrelates quanta also decorrelates mode and were selected for a time constant (access resistance 
cell capacitance) of 300 s. The holding voltage was set to thespikes, and quantal and spike correlations have similar
Cl equilibrium potential to null out spontaneous IPSCs. Contamina-duration (40 ms in intact retina; Figures 8A and 8B).
tion by IPSCs was insignificant for several reasons: (1) all detectableThis differs from other instances where spike bursting
spontaneous currents (i.e.,
3 pA) were blocked with the glutamate
arises as an intrinsic property of one neuron, which is receptor antagonist 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX,
then amplified and/or further synchronized by synaptic 50 M, n  3 cells); (2) although the cell might experience a mem-
brane potential positive to the holding voltage due to voltage dropscircuitry (Hammond, 2001; Koch, 1999; Larkum et al.,
across the dendrites’ axial resistance and the pipette’s access resis-2001; Llinas and Yarom, 1981; McCormick and Con-
tance (30 M), the resulting outward currents (sIPSCs) would betreras, 2001; Spencer and Kandel, 1968). The feedback
ignored by the detection algorithm; and (3) the cumulative frequency
mechanism does not cause the spike correlations of distributions of amplitude and time constant were uninflected, and
brisk-transient cells, which are unaffected by GABAC when plotted as histograms had single modes, indicating a single
antagonism; nor is it responsible for the spontaneous population of PSCs (Figure 5). Extracellular recordings were per-
formed in tight-seal current clamp mode. After recording, Lucifer-spike bursts of immature mammalian ganglion cells
filled cells were photographed with a cooled-CCD camera (Hama-(Masland, 1977; Meister et al., 1991; Sernagor and Grzy-
matsu).wacz, 1996), which start before bipolar synapses are
formed and later depend on GABAA not GABAC receptors Analysis
(Feller et al., 1996; Fischer et al., 1998; Wong et al., Recordings were analyzed offline using IGOR (Wavemetrics). An
interval (200–300 s) that contained 1500–6000 identifiable EPSCs2000).
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was used for each condition (control, experimental, wash). The rapid activation of presynaptic metabotropic glutamate receptors
at a central synapse. J. Neurosci. 21, 741–749.“peak location” algorithm smoothed the recording (1 ms) and found
a local maximum (the leading edge) followed by a local minimum Barrett, E.F., and Stevens, C.F. (1972). Quantal independence and
(the peak) followed by an exponential decay (criterion R2 for uniformity of presynaptic release kinetics at the frog neuromuscular
exponential  0.7) (Tian et al., 1998). Threshold EPSC amplitude junction. J. Physiol. 227, 665–689.
was typically set at 3 pA to exceed the peak-to-peak noise level
Baylor, D.A., Nunn, B.J., and Schnapf, J.L. (1984). The photocurrent,
between EPSCs (0.8 pA). A template matching algorithm (Clem-
noise and spectral sensitivity of rods of the monkey Macaca Fascic-
ents and Bekkers, 1997) was also tried, but it detected overlapping
ularis. J. Physiol. 357, 575–607.
sEPSCs at short intervals less reliably and thus produced a wider
Berntson, A., and Taylor, W.R. (2000). Response characteristics andartifactual notch in the autocorrelogram.
receptive field widths of on-bipolar cells in the mouse retina.As EPSC rate increased, EPSCs coincided more often, which
J. Physiol. 524, 879–889.reduced the detection algorithm’s reliability. This slightly decreased
Berry, M.J., Warland, D.K., and Meister, M. (1997). The structurethe measured correlation strength. To gauge the magnitude of this
and precision of retinal spike trains. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94,effect, we constructed shuffled recordings by modulating the mean
5411–5416.rate of the Poisson process with random exponential pulses (  4
ms) to cause positive correlations between EPSCs (n  6 cells). By Bornstein, J.C. (1978). Spontaneous multiquantal release at syn-
varying the baseline rate of these shuffled recordings, we found that apses in guinea-pig hypogastric ganglia: evidence that release can
correlation strength declined by an average of 0.8% for each 1 Hz occur in bursts. J. Physiol. 282, 375–398.
increase in baseline rate. We corrected for this effect in drug experi-
Calkins, D.J., and Sterling, P. (1996). Absence of spectrally specific
ments by subtracting the expected change in correlation strength
lateral inputs to midget ganglion-cells in primate retina. Nature 381,
due solely to a change in baseline rate from the measured changes
613–615.
in correlation strength due to an antagonist. The corrections were
Calkins, D.J., Tsukamoto, Y., and Sterling, P. (1998). Microcircuitrysmall (1%  5%) compared to the magnitude of measured antago-
and mosaic of a blue-yellow ganglion cell in the primate retina.nist effects (52%  8%).
J. Neurosci. 18, 3373–3385.The Poisson prediction for the autocorrelogram of light-driven
Chebib, M., Mewett, K.N., and Johnston, G.A. (1998). GABA(C) re-events was constructed by a standard method (Ghose et al., 1994),
ceptor antagonists differentiate between human rho1 and rho2 re-by constructing a histogram of average spike counts over repeated
ceptors expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Eur. J. Pharmacol. 357,trials (PSTH) and computing its autocorrelation. This is equivalent
227–234.to forming a crosscorrelation between every trial and every other
trial (“shift predictor”) (Perkel et al., 1967). Cleland, B.G., and Levick, W.R. (1974). Brisk and sluggish concentri-
The photon fluctuations during steady illumination (which proved cally organized ganglion cells in the cat’s retina. J. Physiol. 240,
to be negligible) were calculated as follows: 5  105 photons 421–456.
m2 s1, 560 nm (60% bleach) caused within a cone outer segment Clements, J.D., and Bekkers, J.M. (1997). Detection of spontaneous
about 2  105 photon absorptions s1 (max  530 nm for superior synaptic events with an optimally scaled template. Biophys. J. 73,
retina) (Jacobs and Deegan, 1994; Parry and Bowmaker, 2002; Roh- 220–229.
lich et al., 1994) (for calculation method, see Freed, 2000). Since at
Cohen, E., and Sterling, P. (1990a). Demonstration of cell typesleast five cones converge upon a bipolar cell by chemical synapses
among cone bipolar neurons of cat retina. Philos. Trans. R. Soc.(Cohen and Sterling, 1990b) and many more through electrical syn-
Lond. B Biol. Sci. 330, 305–321.apses, the bipolar cell receives signals from at least 1  106 photon
Cohen, E., and Sterling, P. (1990b). Convergence and divergenceabsorptions s1, or about 1  105 in the photoreceptor’s 100 ms
of cones onto bipolar cells in the central area of cat retina. Philos.integration time. Because photon absorptions are Poisson, this
Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B Biol. Sci. 330, 323–328.mean rate implies a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 300. Conse-
quently, photon fluctuations were too small to correlate the quantal Cohen, I., Kita, H., and van der Kloot, W. (1974). The stochastic
release from bipolar cells. Consistent with this, the correlations mea- properties of spontaneous quantal release of transmitter at the frog
sured here are on average too brief (18 ms in amacrine cells) to neuromuscular junction. J. Physiol. 236, 341–361.
result from single photon responses in photoreceptors which last Cook, P.B., and Werblin, F.S. (1994). Spike initiation and propagation
about 100 ms (Baylor et al., 1984). in wide field transient amacrine cels of the salamander retina.
J. Neurosci. 14, 3852–3861.
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